Continuous-variable quantum key distribution (CV-QKD) over air quantum channel enables to provide unconditional information security, which is the one of most promising techniques for information wireless transfer. Since the air channel is of fluctuation in nature due to the presence of air turbulence, the random variations have to be taken into account when the security of CV-QKD is analyzed. We study the secret key rate of CV-QKD over the air quantum channel in this paper. The fluctuation of air channel is characterized by beam wandering and phase distortion under weak air turbulence conditions. The impact of fluctuation on the CV quantum signals is reflected by transmittance perturbation and phase shift. Our numerical results show that the secret key rate may keep relatively high level as the air quantum link increases at the outset. However, when the air link distance further increases beyond certain range, the secret key rate decreases strikingly since the both transmittance perturbation and the phase shift simultaneously deteriorate the performance of CV-QKD. Nevertheless, operating the CV-QKD under weak air turbulence conditions is available.
I. INTRODUCTION
The machine possessing powerful-computational capacity, like the quantum computer [1] , poses huge threat to the current classical cryptosystem which relies on computational complexity. Quantum key distribution (QKD) [2] , [3] , unlike the classical cryptography, launches non-orthogonal quantum states to share the secret key between distant parties. Its security is based on the quantum physics laws. Thus, QKD combing with one-time pad strategy enables to provide unconditional information security, which is expected to address the security issue inherently in communications [3] .
QKD can be mainly sorted into two categories. One is called discrete-variable QKD (DV-QKD), where the information is encoded to the discrete variables, like polarizations of single photon [4] , [5] . The other is referred to as continuous-variable QKD (CV-QKD) since the information is encoded to the continuous variable of electromagnetic field, like conjugate quadratures [6] , [7] . Compared to the DV-QKD that requires dedicated single photon source and counter, the CV-QKD employs the mature infrastructure of coherent optical communication. As a result, the CV-QKD The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Qilian Liang . may have much simpler operation, and have the potential of offering higher rate and longer transmission [8] - [10] . On the other side, the quantum channel includes air and fiber. The transmission range of fiber-based CV-QKD is limited unless the quantum repeater is ready to use. Instead, the air-based CV-QKD allows large range transmission since the attenuation of air within the transmission window is extremely low and satellite is used as the repeater [11] . Moreover, air CV-QKD also can be deployed in special communication scenarios that the fiber CV-QKD fails to be implemented, for instance, the security communications with handheld devices, over rivers, and among buildings, etc. Therefore, the CV-QKD over air quantum channel is the one of most promising techniques for information wireless transfer [12] . Further, global quantum communication networks may be established by satellites [11] , [13] .
When CV-QKD over air quantum channel is concerned, the impact of air turbulence has to be taken in account. Due to the presence of air turbulence, the air medium will change randomly as well as the air refractive index [14] . Accordingly, after the optical quantum signals travel through the air channel, the turbulence effects will be induced and significantly degrade performance of CV-QKD. Among them, beam wandering is the most involved effect. In the continuous variable regime, the beam wandering impact is characterized by transmittance perturbation. Reference [15] firstly modelled the transmittance following a specific probability density function (PDF) with expression of the log-negative Weibull distribution. This model is appropriate under weak air turbulence only, and assumed that the beam wandering is the dominant turbulence effect. Based on this model, numerous literatures studied the quantum character of continuous variable when the transmittance perturbation is present. Reference [16] has analyzed entanglement characters of quantum signal in the case of random transmittance. Also, a specific experiment has been demonstrated over a 1600 m air optical channel [17] , where the beam wandering was considered only. Reference [18] comprehensively evaluated the influence of air attenuation, beam wandering and fiber coupling efficiency on the CV-QKD. Besides the beam wandering, however, phase distortion will be also induced by the air turbulence, which has to be considered. The objectives of this paper are summarized as follows. (1) The CV-QKD employs intradyne detector to measure the quadratures. Obviously, the phase distortion will lead to phase mismatch, which would bring phase noise thus degrading the performance of CV-QKD. However, the study related to the impact of phase distortion has been extremely limited. This point is concerned specifically.
(2) We comprehensively analyze the secret key rate of CV-QKD by taking the transmittance perturbation caused by beam wandering and the phase noise resulting from phase distortion into account in this paper. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time to evaluate the performance of CV-QKD over air quantum channel by simultaneously considering the both deleterious aspects above.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the transmittance perturbation caused by beam wandering and phase shift resulting from the phase distortion is analyzed. Subsequently, the secret key rate of CV-QKD is evaluated by taking the both aspects into account. The numerical simulations are performed, and the results are presented in Section III. Lastly, the conclusions are given in Section IV.
II. SECRET KEY RATE OVER AIR QUANTUM CHANNEL
The CV-QKD over the air quantum channel is demonstrated in Fig. 1 . Here, the transmitter named Alice and the receiver called Bob. The eavesdropper Eve possesses the capability of launching the most powerful attack, namely the collective attack in the air quantum channel. That means we assume that Eve can not access any equipment of Alice and Bob [19] .
Alice firstly prepares the quantum signals. More concretely, she generates laser pulses, which subsequently are introduced into the intensity/quadrature (I/Q) modulator. We assume that the Gaussian modulation is adopted, which aims to achieve the Shannon-approaching information capacity [20] . After the attenuator, Gaussian modulated coherent states are produced, and are injected into the air quantum channel. Along the air channel, the eavesdropper Eve may launch the collective attack to try to achieve the secret key information. The coherent states arrive at the receiving (Bob) side. Bob measures them with intradyne detector. Once the measurement of quadratures is completed, reverse reconciliation will be performed to correct and correlate the data that Alice and Bob hold. Lastly, Alice and Bob operate parameter estimation and private amplification, which aims to eliminate the information that may have leaked to Eve. Note that, the air channel is actually random in nature due to the presence of air turbulence. The impact of beam wandering and phase distortion resulting from the air turbulence has to be taken into account when the secret key rate of CV-QKD is analyzed.
A. TRANSMITTANCE PERTURBATION CAUSED BY BEAM WANDERING
The prepare-measure scheme that has been demonstrated in Fig. 1 has always its entanglement-based version. That is, Alice produces an entangled state. She keeps one, and sends the other one. Although the prepare-measure scheme has much easier operation, the entanglement version is more tractable in handling the theoretical security proof. Therefore, we adopt the entanglement-based scheme to analyze the secret key rate. It has been concluded that the secret key rate depends on the covariance matrix of the bipartite entanglement state only, providing that the transmittance of channel does not randomly fluctuate [8] , [21] . In such case, the covariance matrix has the form below
where T is the transmittance of quantum channel; V A is modulation variance; I 2 denotes a unit matrix with size of
quantum efficiency of intradyne detector. Referring to Alice, χ can be written as χ = χ line + χ D T , where χ line = 1 T −1+ξ phase +ξ denotes the excess noise with ξ phase being phase noise and ξ being the noise caused by attack from Eve, etc. χ D represents the noise resulting from coherent detection. For the heterodyne detection,
where V el is the electrical noise of photon detector. When the air quantum channel is involved, the air turbulence effects will cause the transmittance perturbation. Now the covariance matrix is characterized by the convex sum of the moments in the Eq. (1), namely, the ensemble average of transmittance [16] . Eq. (1) becomes
where the operator · indicates ensemble average. Given that the beam wandering is dominant under weak turbulence conditions, a specific model has been proposed in [15] to describe the transmittance perturbation. This model is also employed in this paper; while, as we mentioned previously, we further incorporate the impact of phase distortion resulting from the air turbulence for the first time, which will be presented concretely in next section. The beam wandering leads to beam-center position varying randomly. Providing that the coordinates of beam-center position follow a twodimensional Gaussian distribution, it can be easily concluded that the beam-deflection distance r away from the center position is a random variable which follows the Rice distribution. Also, the transmittance is a function of r with T 2 (r) = T 2 0 exp − r R 2 . Therefore, we can derive that the transmittance follows the log-negative Weibull distribution, and the PDF has expression of
with parameters T 0 , and R being calculated by the incomplete Weber integral,
where a and w denotes beam spot radius at the receiving side and receiving aperture, respectively; I n (·) is the Bessel function of n-th order; σ 2 represents the variance of optical beam center position around the receiving aperture center. Under weak air turbulence conditions, we have
where C 2 n is the air refractive index structure parameter in unit of m −2/3 ; z is the distance from Alice to Bob; w 0 indicates the spot size at source. w can be calculated by w 0 with [22] where λ is the wavelength of laser. As an example, the transmittance model with the PDF of log-negative Weibull distribution is demonstrated in Fig. 2 . As the air link increases from 1500 m to 1700 m, the air turbulence clearly becomes stronger. Nevertheless, the beam size becomes larger, which is the dominant factor to the Eqs. (3)- (6) . Accordingly, the PDF curve of transmittance moves towards the right side.
It is worth to note that the perturbation level increases firstly, and it decreases subsequently in terms of the width of curves.
B. PHASE SHIFT RESULTING FROM PHASE DISTORTION
Due to the presence of air turbulence, the air refractive index fluctuates randomly in both space and time domains [14] . Accordingly, after the optical quantum signals propagate through the air channel, phase distortion will be induced.
In the CV-QKD, the intradyne detector requires that the phase of coming signal matches that of local oscillator (LO). Obviously, the phase distortion will result in phase shift between signal and LO, thus leading to phase noise. The phase noise can be described by the variance of phase distortion. Now let us proceed to the phase distortion resulting from the air turbulence. The phase distortion can be generated by employing the Monte-Carlo phase screen method [23] - [25] . Here we briefly outline this scheme. Providing that the Fourier series is adopted to express the phase distortion caused by air turbulence, we have
where f x and f y are the spatial frequencies in x and y axis, respectively, and c mn denotes the coefficients of Fourier series. According to the Parseval's theorem, the power of phase equals in both space and frequency domains,
where f x , f y is the power spectrum density (PSD) function of turbulence-induced phase. Since c mn follows the Gaussian distribution with mean of zero, then its variance can be calculated readily in terms of Eq. (10) . With the calculated c mn , the turbulence-induced phase can be produced by merely using the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT).
To summarize, the phase screen scheme is to numerically generate the computer-sampling point array that matches the phase PSD function. There exist several models that reflect the phase distortion. Among them, the pump spectrum model is the most realistic one since it includes the turbulent cell factors and agrees with the pump behavior when the turbulent cell falls into small size. The pump spectrum model gives the analytical expression of PSD function [14] φ (κ) = 0.49r
where κ represents the spatial frequency; κ l =3.3/l 0 and κ 0 =2π/L 0 with l 0 and L 0 being the inner and outer scale of turbulence, respectively; r 0 = (0.423k 2 C 2 n z) −3/5 denotes the atmospheric coherent diameter.
We have produced the phase distortion by the use of Monte-Carlo phase screen method, which is presented in Fig.3 . As one can see, even air turbulence is in the weak region, it results in certain phase distortion within the range of [−0.158, 0.159] rad and having variance of 0.0031 rad 2 .
With the knowledge of phase distortion above, we are able to calculate the phase noise. Given that the variance of phase distortion is τ 2 , the phase noise can be derived with the form [8] 
C. SECRET KEY RATE UNDER WEAK AIR TURBULENCE CONDITIONS
Under the collective attack, the secret key rate of CV-QKD can be given by the following expression
where β denotes the reverse reconciliation efficiency; I (a;b) represents the classical Shannon mutual information between Alice and Bob; S(ρ) denoting the quantum von Neumann entropy of the quantum state ρ and χ Holevo = S (ρ AB ) − S ρ A|b is the Holevo bound with ρ AB and ρ A|b being the Alice-Bob bipartite state and the quantum state held by Alice under the condition of measured information by Bob. As we mentioned, the secret key rate depends on the covariance matrix of Alice-Bob bipartite state only. When the air quantum channel is concerned, we have to substitute the transmittance with its ensemble average, as shown in Eq. (1). Therefore, for the CV-QKD over air quantum channel, Eq. (11) now becomes [26] 
Firstly, the Shannon mutual information can be evaluated in the case of Gaussian modulation [27] , [28] .
where V = V A +1. Next let us proceed to the Holevo bound. It is calculated in accordance with the von Neumann entropy. Mathematically, the von Neumann entropy S(·) is directly associated with the symplectic eigenvalues of the covariance matrices of quantum state ρ AB and ρ A|b. Accordingly, we can calculate S(·) with the formula
where ε i is the i-th symplectic eigenvalue of the variance matrix of quantum state ρ, and G (x) = x+1 2 log x+1
. As a result, achieving the symplectic eigenvalues becomes the principal issue which requires to be addressed.
To calculate S(ρ AB ), we need to simplify its covariance matrix based on the preceding assumption. Since Eve can not access Alice and Bob's equipment, the noises from Bob's intradyne detector can be calibrated. By doing so, the covariance matrix of ρ AB (i.e. Eq. (2)) reduces to [21] 
When a matrix is the symmetric form as the Eq. (17), the symplectic eigenvalues can be calculated by
where A and B hold [27]
As to the entropy S(ρ A|b ), we also have to know the covariance matrix of quantum state ρ A|b . Fortunately, given that Bob measures the entanglement state with the heterodyne detection, covariance matrix of ρ A|b is similar as that of ρ A|B .
In such case, the symplectic eigenvalues of covariance matrix of state ρ A|b can be calculated by ε 2 3, 4 = C ± C 2 − 4D 2, ε 5 = 1 (20) with symbols C, D denotes [27] C hete =
(21)
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Based on the analysis and derivation above, now we are able to perform the concrete numerical simulations to evaluate the secret key rate of CV-QKD over air quantum channel. The parameters associated with air quantum channel are adopted as follows. Since the air link is assumed to be horizontal, the air refractive index structure parameter C 2 n is a constant. Here we set C 2 n = 10 −17 m −2/3 . The wavelength of laser λ =1550 nm, the waist of laser at the source (Alice) w 0 =0.005 m. the aperture of receiver (at Bob site) a = 0.15 m. The strength of air turbulence is measured by the Rytov variance 2 = 1.23C 2 n k 7/6 z 11/6 . Based on this expression, the air turbulence becomes stronger as the propagation link increases. However, note that the air turbulence must be limited within weak region so that the log-negative Weibull model of transmittance is appropriate. 2 < 1 means weak air turbulence conditions. Therefore, the air quantum link does not allow beyond 10 5 m. By dint of those air parameters above, we evaluate the ensemble average of transmittance < T > and variance of phase distortion τ 2 as the air link increases up to 2200 m, respectively, which is presented in Fig. 4 .
Due to the random nature of air turbulence in time of ∼ ms in reality, we performed 1000 simulations of Monte-Carlo phase screen method for a given air link distance. The ensemble average of phase distortion variance can be obtained over those 1000 phase screens. From the Fig. 4 , one can clearly see that as the air quantum link increases, the phase distortion becomes severer and its variance increases significantly. With respect to the ensemble average of transmittance, it becomes larger as the air link distance increases firstly. After the transmission distance exceeds 1700 m, the ensemble average of transmittance starts to go down gradually. Further, it decreases remarkably after distance of 1900 m.
With the results in hand, now we can analyze the secret key rate of CV-QKD over air quantum channel. Before specific calculations, we have to set the parameters related to CV-QKD. The Gaussian modulation variance V A = 2. The reconciliation efficiency β = 0.95. The quantum efficiency of coherent detector η = 0.7. The remainder excess noise ξ = 0.001. The electrical noise of detector V el = 0.01. All variances are normalized to shot-noise-unit. By taking the achieved transmittance perturbation and phase shift into account, we are able to calculate the secret key rate of CV-QKD under weak air turbulence conditions. The concrete results are presented in Fig.5 below. As a comparison, we also plot the curve with respect to the existing model involving transmittance perturbation only.
As one can see, the phase shift resulting from the phase distortion obviously degrades the secret key rate further compared to the case that involves transmittance perturbation only. As a result, the existing model may overestimate the performance of CV-QKD. Our proposed model enables to offer a more realistic evaluation since it simultaneously takes the transmittance perturbation and phase distortion are simultaneously into account. Moreover, the secret key rate keeps unchanged approximately as the air quantum link increases at the outset. This is attributed to that the gain from ensemble average of transmittance and the degradation from phase shift reach a trade-off. However, when the air link distance increases over 1900 m, the secret key rate decreases strikingly since the both transmittance perturbation and the phase shift simultaneously deteriorate the performance of CV-QKD. Nevertheless, within the range of weak air turbulence level, the secret key is available. We should mention that it is of interest when the air turbulence enhances into medium/strong regime. In such case, the transmittance perturbation model in [15] is inappropriate, and other deleterious effects have to be considered as well [29] - [32] , which we plan to study at our next step.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have analyzed the secret key rate of CV-QKD over air quantum channel by taking beam wandering and phase distortion into account. Under weak air turbulence conditions, the beam wandering is assumed to be the dominant factor causing the transmittance perturbation. The transmittance is modelled following the log-negative Weibull distribution. On the other hand, the phase distortion resulting from the air turbulence leads to the phase shift in the CV-QKD, thus impacts the secret key rate. The variance of phase distortion can be used to measure the phase noise. We have employed the Monte-Carlo phase screen method to evaluate the phase distortion variance. The numerical results revealed that the air turbulence effects including the beam wandering and phase distortion impact the performance of CV-QKD remarkably. Nevertheless, the CV-QKD can be executed under the weak air turbulence conditions. Since the CV-QKD could offer unconditional information security, we believe our results may offer potential applications for secure communications over the air channel.
